Taking to the Air

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Things are looking up in kids toys! From remotecontrolled flight vehicles to airborne toys that catch
air and waft on the wind, taking to the air has never
been easier (or more affordable) for little hands! Just
as man has always eyed the skies for the next step in
innovation, children are among the first to feel the
desire to defy gravity and look toward the sky as their
next avenue of exploration. Get ready for lift-off
with the following toys and gear that let little ones
test their wings in flight!

by Paige Gardner Smith

The AFO Flash Flyer

Backyard Flyer
Classic Race Ace

(Daydream Toys)
Unlike many airborne vehicles
that must be retrieved, the AFO
(Alien Flying Object) disc flies like
a boomerang! Using its retractable
whip cord, one strong pull sends
the disc spinning and lifting from
its base and toward the sky before
it wends its way back home. The
spinning action activates LED lights in the vehicle so it can be
enjoyed in the evening skies as well. With a smooth, rounded
axis on the top center of the disc, this toy can be enjoyed indoors
as well, skimming walls and ceilings without leaving marks or
damage. Super easy to use and always fun for kids and adults
alike, the AFO Flash Flyer is top flight, day or night!

(Kid Galaxy)
With enough wide open space,
all you need is the will to fly and
the Backyard Flyer Classic Race
Ace. This plane needs only tenseconds of charging time on the
hand-held base before a young
“air traffic controller” can aim for the skies and launch their
own plane. Constructed with ultra-light EPP foam, the biplane design extends the flight time to around 45 seconds. The
charging base and launcher are one and the same, so there’s a
minimum of gear needed to get out into the open air of fields
and playgrounds, aim for the wild blue yonder and launch a
plane skyward on an airborne adventure!

Glow-in-the-Dark Stomp
Rocket

Air Swimmers

(Air Swimmers)
One of the coolest toys to take
to the air recently is the Air Swimmers line of dynamically designed
inflatable Mylar balloons that are
directed with radio control! Mimicking the sedate, graceful motion of
fish underwater, the lofty moves of
these Air Swimmers make it easy for
young pilots to direct and guide these dynamite dirigibles through
an ocean of air. The frustrations that sometimes accompany trying
to maneuver speeding remote-controlled cars, disappears as kids
enjoy plenty of time for aeronautical corrections. Whether you’re
guiding a slivery shark, a boss bass or colorful clownfish, kids will
take to an Air Swimmer just like a fish takes to water!

(Stomp Rocket)
One of the most popular time-tested
flight toys just got better! With a more
stable tripod base, a bigger capacity blast
pad, kids can get a cleaner launch with
just a heavy flat foot on the blast pad.
The harder kids stomp, the higher the
flight. Approaching dusk is not a problem with the Glow-in-the-Dark Stomp
Rockets. The luminous foam material
makes after dark tracking easy as these rockets pierce the night.
No batteries or special fuel required – all kids need to get to
launch are open skies and an enthusiastic stomping foot!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book

by Paige Gardner Smith

Getting a Grip on Graphic Novels

With the immense popularity of the Wimpy Kid, Big Nate and Captain Underpants graphic novels, it’s no surprise that middle-grade readers and pre-teens are
looking for more graphically illustrated book series with enthusiasm. Not just for
comic-book compilation anymore, publishers are producing a much larger variety
of graphic novels to suit the tastes of these growing readers as their reading skills
and tastes mature. The following titles are highly recommended for readers who
are ready to move up into more advanced reading coupled with the play-by-play
illustration that characterizes the best of graphic novels.

Amulet: Book One: The Stonekeeper

by Kazu Kibuishi (Scholatic)
When their mother is kidnapped and carried away by a creature not-of-this-world, siblings Emily and
Navin cross a fantastic hidden threshold into that world to try and rescue her. Armed only with an amulet
that dispenses some degree of advice and help, Emily strives to protect her brother as they venture further
afield in this foreign land to save their Mom. As they discover allies (and enemies) along the way, they
also find mysteries that multiply with each answer they secure. Compelling, inventive and beautifully
illustrated in full-color, the Amulet series offers a continuing story with additional novels that will keep
readers hooked and always on the lookout for the next Amulet!

The Stickman Odyssey: An Epic Doodle

by Christopher Ford (Philomel / Penguin)
If you imagine Homer’s Odyssey as the spring board for a graphic novel idea…then lose the spring
board, drain the pool and turn it into a skateboard park… you’ll have the beginnings of ‘The Stickman Odyssey.’ With only a passing nod to the original tale, Ford’s take on the Greek saga introduces Zozimos who is
banished from his home in Sticatha, condemned to sail upon stormy seas, slay monsters, and pursue quests
– all in an effort to get back home. The stick-figure illustrations are stunningly comedic and expressive,
and don’t miss a beat of real character development in this book. Irreverent, irrepressible and on-target for
middle-grade readers, this laugh-out-loud graphic novel will convince every reader that there’s more to stick
men than meets the eye!

Mal and Chad: The Biggest, Bestest Time Ever

by Stephen McCranie (Philomel / Penguin)
Mal’s a brilliant kid, a genius, with a talking dog named Chad. But no one knows it. He’s flying under the
radar, coming across as simply a dorky kid to those around him, including Megan, the girl he’s crushing on (just
a little). The upside to being so smart is that when you’re tasked with an assignment for school, you may have
the extra talent and tools to score big. With his (man’s) best friend, and advisor, Chad by his side Mal takes on
time-travel itself to look into his future by going into the past! With shades of “Calvin and Hobbes” and elements of “Dexter’s Laboratory”, the ‘Mal and Chad’ series are ideal next-step books for reluctant readers and for
graphic novel fans!

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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